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Review: Georges-André Silber The Java programming language is the child prodigy of the object-oriented language lineage that began with respectable ancestors like Simula 67 and Smalltalk. Java's success can be explained not only by its intrinsic qualities, but also by its syntax, cleverly inspired by C and C. This sociological rather than technical characteristic has facilitated the
adoption of the language by programmers? it can be easily grasped when one knows C or C. In terms of the technical features that have forged the success of Java, one could say, to simplify, that Java is a better C-, with a cleaner object orientation, a simpler dynamic memory allocation model with garbage collection, a rich collection of standard libraries, and, last but not least, an
interpreted execution model. This book covers all the features of Java in depth. It consists of 24 chapters, two annexes, a very complete index and nearly 1,500 pages. It is aimed at readers familiar with at least the basics of imperative programming languages, i.e. instructions, loops, variables, and so on. After the preface and a quick introduction, an introduction to objects does not
beat around the bush and gives a clear and complete view?a very difficult exercise of different object-oriented programming concepts, with well-chosen examples when they are really needed. The next chapter shows how to use objects in Java, explaining that almost everything in Java is an object. From this chapter, each chapter contains several exercises, ranging from very
easy to very difficult, which help the reader understand the concepts presented. Solutions of certain exercises can be found in an electronic document that is sold on the author's website, but usually the reader can find the solution once he understands the concepts. The next two chapters, on operators and performance control structures, present the low-level parts of Java, those
that are closest to how a computer's processor actually executes things. Next, the following chapters explain in depth the different faces of Java objects: access control, inheritance, composition, polymorphism, interfaces, interior classes, common structures that hold objects, runtime identification, generics and tables. Other chapters deal with channels, entry/exit operations,
competition, annotations and graphical user interfaces. Every important aspect of Java is covered and presented in an original and practical way. This book is excellent, well written and complete. The author is a good teacher and is obviously good at presenting things in a specific order, surely chosen for his pedagogical effectiveness. Its only flaw is its weight, A heavy bag is a
small price to pay to carry with you the only Java book I know which is a tutorial, an exercise book, and a reference book. I highly recommend it to programmers who are looking for a complete book on Java. Online Computing Reviews Service Thinking in Java (4th Edition) by Eckel Amazon.com: Thinking in Java is a printed version of Bruce Eckel's online documents that provides
a useful perspective on mastering Java for those with previous programming experience. The author's view on the essence of Java as a new programming language and the in-depth introduction to Java features make it an interesting tutorial. Thinking in Java starts a little esotically, with the author's reflections on why Java is new and better. (The choice of this font book for chapter
titles is remarkably difficult on the eyes.) The author describes his thoughts on why Java will make you a better programmer, without all the complexity. The book is better when it has real linguistic characteristics. There is a tutorial for basic java types, keywords and operators. The guide includes an extensive source code that is sometimes intimidating (as with the author's sample
code for all Java operators in a single ad.) As such, this text will be most useful for the experienced developer. The text then moves on to class design issues, when to use inheritance and composition, and related topics of information concealment and polymorphism. (The treatment of the interior classes and scope will probably seem a little exaggerated for most readers.) The
chapter on Java collection classes for java developer's kit (JDK) 1.1 and new classes, such as sets, lists and maps, are much better. There is material in this chapter that you are unlikely to find anywhere else. Chapters on exception management and programming with type information are also worth it, as are chapters on new Swing interface classes and network programming.
Although it takes a bit of a mixed-bag approach, Thinking in Java contains excellent hardware for the object-oriented developer who wants to see what all the fuss is about with Java. This text refers to an out-of-print or unavailable edition of this title. Description of the book Legendary author Bruce Eckel brings Java to life with this extraordinarily insightful, opiniated and downright
funny introduction. Thinking in Java introduces all the fundamental principles of language, one step at a time, using examples of code to the point. More than just any other book, Thinking in Java helps you understand not only what to do, but why. Eckel introduces all the bases of objects as Java uses them; then carefully passes through the fundamental concepts underlying all
Java programming - including program flow, booting and cleaning, concealing implementations, reusing classes and Using extensive and accurate examples, it introduces error management, exceptions, java I/O, run-time identification, and object passage and return. It covers Java AWT, multithreading, network programming with Java - even design models. The best way to
understand the true value of this book is to hear what readers of the online version have said about it: much better than any other Java book I've seen, in order of magnitude... mature, mature, intellectually honest, well-written and precise... a thoughtful and penetrating analytical tutorial that doesn't bend to manufacturers... Thank you again for your awesome book. I was really
floundering, but your book made me aware as fast as I could read it! For beginner and experienced C-programmers who want to learn Java. From the basics of object development, all the way to designing models and other advanced topics. By the author of the best-selling book Thinking in C — winner of the 1995 Jolt Cola Award! Online version has already received tens of
thousands of visits - there is a huge built-in demand for this book! This text refers to an out-of-print or unavailable edition of this title. Title Thinking in Java, 4th Edition Author Bruce Eckel Editor: Prentice Hall; 4 edition (February 20, 2006) 1150 pages eBook PDF, ePub, Kindle, etc. Language: English ISBN-10: 0131872486 ISBN-13: 978-0131872486 Share This: Book Description
Thinking in Java has won raves from programmers around the world for its extraordinary clarity, attentive organization, and small examples of direct programming. From the fundamentals of Java syntax to its most advanced features, Thinking in Java is designed to teach, one simple step at a time. Perfect for migrating to Java from another object-oriented language (such as C-),
the 3rd edition of Thinking in Java continues the thoughtful approach of the previous version to learn Java inside and out, while introducing it to some of the latest features of Java 2. This massive tutorial covers most of the nooks and cranies of the language, which is of great value in the world of programming. The most important feature of the book is its diligent and extremely
comprehensive treatment of the Java language, with particular attention to the design of objects. (For example, 10 pages of sample code show all available operators.) Some of the best thoughts about objects is in this book, including when to use the composition on inheritance. The esoteric details of Java regarding the definition of classes are carefully arranged. (The hardware
on interfaces, interior classes, and design for reuse please any expert.) Each section also has examples of exercises that allow you to try and expand your Java knowledge. About Authors Bruce Eckel is a computer programmer, author and consultant. His best-known works are Thinking in Java and Thinking in C, for programmers who want to learn Java or C programming
languages, especially those with little experience in object-oriented programming. Eckel was a founding member of the ANSI/ISO C-Standard Committee. Reviews, Ratings, and Recommendations: Related Book Categories: Read and Links: Thinking in Java, 4th Edition (Bruce Eckel) The Mirror Site (1) - PDF Similar Books: Thinking in Java (ISBN 978-0131872486) is a book on
Java programming language, written by Bruce Eckel and first published in 1998. Prentice Hall published the edition of the work in 2006. The book represents a printed version of Eckel's Hands-on Java seminar. Bruce Eckel wrote On Java8 as a sequel to Thinking in Java and it is available in Google Play as an ebook. Publication History This section needs to be expanded. You
can help by adding to it. (November 2010) Eckel has made public various versions of the book online. Reception Tech Republic says: What's particularly cool about Thinking in Java is that even though a lot of information is covered at a fast pace, it's kind of easily absorbed and understood. It is a testament to Eckel's obvious mastery of the subject and his skilful writing style. Linux
Weekly News praised the book in its review. CodeSpot says: Thinking in Java is a book to read, especially if you want to do programming in Java programming language or learn object-oriented programming (OOP). [4] Thinking in Java Awards has won numerous professional journal awards: 1998 Java Developers Journal Editors Choice Award for Best Book [5] Jolt Productivity
Award, 1999[6] 2000 JavaWorld Choice Award for Best Book[5][7] 2001 JavaWorld Editors Choice Award for Best Book [6] 5][7] 2003 Software Development Magazine Jo Prixlt for Best Book [7] 2003 Java Developers Journal Readers Choice Award for Best Book [5][7] 2007 Java Developer's Journal Readers' Choice Best Book[8] External Links Official Site References to b
//articles.techrepublic.com.com/5100-10878_11-1049569.html Books Book Support - - - a b c d'Amazon - Thinking In Java - 9th Annual Jolt and Productivity Awards , Dr. Dobbs' Diary, 1999 - a b c d Powells' Books - Thinking in Java - SYS-CON Media announces the 2007 Java Developer's Journal Readers' Choice Awards This article on a computer book or a series of books is a
heel. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Recovered from
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